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he Sibos financial services conference—sponsored each year by the Society for Worldwide
Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT)—will be held in Boston this year in
September and, according to organizers, is likely to have a record turnout of attendees
and media. As we noted in our annual preview of the event last year, SWIFT has increasingly
concentrated on the corporate sector. Fabian Vandenreydt, who, among other things, heads the
corporate focus at SWIFT, says that emphasis continues: “Forty percent of the Fortune 500 are on
SWIFT.” And the organization is looking to extend its reach to mid-cap corporates and businesses
in other parts of the world. He says it is adding utilites for corporates beyond the traditional areas
of, for example, payments, to such things as securities management.
Vandenreydt, whose title is officially head of markets management, Innotribe and the SWIFT
Institute, added Innotribe to his list of responsibilities this year. SWIFT’s marquee Innotribe incubator for tech start-ups has had something of a facelift under his leadership. First of all, the lead-up
events in London, New York and Singapore each had a specific focus: in London the theme was
the future of money; in Singapore the focus, quite rightly, was on the supply chain and trade;
and in New York it was on investment and compliance. The NYC event also featured a preview
of the Sibos 2014 Investment Manager Forum and the Compliance Forum.
In addition, Innotribe is focused much more tightly on start-ups aligned to financial services—
and corporates stand to benefit: Of the 152 qualified entrants in this year’s start-up challenge, 36
offered solutions aimed at corporate and business services, the most of any category. Vandenreydt
notes: “A lot has to do with payments, big data and visibility of corporate-to-bank flows.” The
next-closest category was investment management, at 26 entrants. Digital currencies—a hot
topic and the cover story of our June issue—registered five entrants.
SWIFT is making it ever easier for all tiers of companies to connect to their banks. It has
announced a number of direct connections via treasury management platforms, including GTreasury
and Kyriba. But the bank-owned entity is beginning to face stiffer competition in the realm of
corporate-to-bank connectivity, as new players such as SAP step in to take a piece of the pie.
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C

orporate treasurers are likely to be frustrated by the
pace of innovation in technology aimed at their
financial responsibilities. They’ve been promised
all manner of functionality that would put them
front and center in their organizations, only to find
that technological reality badly trails expectations. Much of the
delay in promise fulfillment has to do with consolidation among
technology vendors and with a reordering of banks’ priorities in
the wake of the financial crisis.
But with the crisis well past, at least some consolidation in
place and the much-ballyhooed Cloud living up to billing,
technology vendors as well as banks are playing catch-up, and
treasurers are starting to see the fruits of this fresh burst of labor.
Consider New York City’s Reval, a vendor of currency,
commodity and interest-rate hedging software that recently
acquired FXpress’s FIRST treasury software. The deal added debt
and investment management to Reval’s software suite and bolstered
its capacity. Reval has since added other components, including
a cash-flow modeling module that it claims allows treasurers to
simulate how cash flows could change using thousands of market
scenarios, based on years of market data history.
Then there’s SunGard, a private-equity-backed serial
acquirer that now owns AvantGard Core Treasury, GTM,
ICMS, Integrity, Quantum and ResIQ, which consultancy
Greenwich Treasury Advisors says “are all well-regarded, highend treasury workstations.”
But some experts say consolidation among vendors has
inhibited their interest in innovation. “Instead of building a
better product,” observes Bruce Lynn, a managing partner
in the Connecticut-based consultancy Financial Executives
Consultancy Group, “they have been buying market share by
absorbing their rivals.”
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Meanwhile, however, banks like Citi, Development Bank of
Singapore (DBS), Italy’s UniCredit and Mashreq of the United
Arab Emirates have begun investing again in new treasury
technology after a hiatus brought on by a need to conserve
capital in the wake of the global financial crisis.
Even so, Lynn and other observers say treasury systems remain
stalled far short of the objective of providing their companies
with information that can be used for decision-making. Enrico
Camerinelli, a senior analyst at Aite Group, says not much
progress has been made since the Boston consultancy issued a
detailed report on the topic a year ago. The report identified
10 areas that treasurers surveyed by Aite said could yield what
the firm called “business intelligence,” with liquidity decision
support, risk management, bank relationship management and
cash flow simulation the four most widely cited options.
Dan Blumen, a partner in the Illinois-based consultancy
Treasury Alliance Group, likens such demands to trying to turn
treasury systems into a “Swiss Army knife”—a single tool used
not only for what it was intended but also as an emergency tool
in any situation that arises—not always with ideal results.
The gap between treasury systems and business intelligence
isn’t entirely the fault of vendors or banks. Camerinelli observes,
for instance, that companies’ increasingly centralized operations
have reduced their contact with subsidiaries. “Centralizing
treasury operations allows them to play a [more] strategic role,”
he acknowledges, but adds that the process reduces outreach
at subsidiaries. “Technology needs not just to help centralize
but to help keep track of payments and accounts, because that
information can be important, especially at a later stage.”
Lynn agrees but adds that companies need to do a better job
of communicating their needs to suppliers of technology. “A
vendor is not responsible to ensure that a company’s banking
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Treasury solutions still don’t provide
much business intelligence as they
lack good integration with ERP
systems. But banks and vendors
are starting to close the gap.
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“Instead of building a better
product, [vendors] have
been buying market share by
absorbing their rivals.”
—Bruce Lynn, Financial Executives Consultancy Group

must manually input data for such purposes. “Treasurers are
doing this with Excel spreadsheets and trying to integrate them
with ERP systems,” he says.
As a classic example, the consultant notes, ERP systems
have data from purchase orders produced by the sales force
but not data from invoices that reside in treasury systems, so
companies can’t easily forecast cash flow. As he puts it, current
ERP technology is good at tracking the “physical” supply chain
but not the “financial” one.
“Systems are very poor on the latter side,” Camerinelli says. In
addition, ERP systems cannot access bank account information
that resides in treasury systems, so companies with operations
in countries with different regulations about overnight withdrawals, for example, can’t easily do cash pooling. Camerinelli
believes that a number of software vendors are making progress, citing Kyriba and Wall Street Systems as well as Reval and
SunGard. But he insists, “No vendor has all the pieces in place.”
That observation was seconded by Laurie McCulley, a partner
in Chicago-based consultancy Treasury Strategies. “There’s no
perfect system out there,” says McCulley, noting that five or six
years ago, it was thought that “a single database would do it or
that a variety of systems might work.” But she says that hasn’t
proven to be the case.
PRODIGIOUS TASK FOR BANKS

As for banks, many of which tout their innovations in
technology portals, Camerinelli says, “My impression is that
[they] are distant from the real needs of corporate treasury.” Jacob
Jegher, research director at the consulting firm Celent, based
in Boston, says that treasurers have heard banks say they would
upgrade their systems for the past five to seven years, but the
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work involved has turned out to be “quite an astronomical task.”
Some vendors and banks, however, are trying to narrow the
distance between hope and reality. Citi, for instance, is partnering
with ERP vendor SAP to use its Cloud-based financial services
network to enable Citi clients to exchange payment, status and
statement files directly from their SAP systems with Citi and other
connected banks. By automating a step that is now often handled
manually, the system is expected to help treasurers update their
ledger balances more quickly and accurately.
And Singapore-based DBS in March launched a working
capital system that provides analytics and insights that the bank
says will help treasurers spot new cash flow opportunities within
both their financial and physical supply chains.
In Europe, UniCredit in the past year unveiled a system
to help eurozone treasurers automate their notional pooling
across currencies. The bank says that the system allows clients
to concentrate liquidity in different currencies in one bank and
to treat it as if it were euro-only.
And in the Middle East, Mashreq recently implemented an
integrated portal for cash management, liquidity products and
trade and supply chain products. Celent describes the portal as
“one of the first integrated cash management suites offered by
any bank globally” that provides corporate users with a single
view across multiple lines of business.
LEVERAGING THE CLOUD

The Cloud clearly has given a boost to such efforts. Reval’s new
modules, for instance, are all based on a single, Cloud-based
software-as-a-service (SaaS) platform.
Jeff Wallace, a managing partner in Greenwich Treasury
Advisors, notes that until the advent of SaaS, treasurers faced long
delays waiting for enhancements from their information technology departments. “Treasury is the low man on the totem pole
when it comes to IT,” he says. Now updates to treasury systems can
be rolled out via the Cloud with little or no involvement from IT.
Still, some skeptics say better integration of treasury and ERP
systems is no panacea for the capabilities treasurers seek. For one
thing, Wallace and Lynn insist, too many companies still operate
in silos that don’t communicate well with each other. “Most
treasurers have never met an operating person,” Wallace avers,
obviously exaggerating for effect.
And Wallace notes that cash forecasting remains the holy
grail of corporate finance technology, even when treasury
and operations communicate well. “Predicting the future is
always problematic.” He concedes that more timely data about
payables—from information based on purchase orders residing in
ERP systems rather than from invoices—would give treasurers
the ability to forecast cash three months out, but asks, “what
about the next six months?”
At this point, most treasurers and their companies would
probably settle for a solid three. n
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structure is aligned with its future business needs,” he notes. Still,
says Blumen, “vendors oftentimes need to be pushed.”
The fundamental problem, as Aite’s Camerinelli sees it, is
poor integration between treasury management systems and
enterprise resource planning systems. In particular, the consultant notes that lack of integration makes it difficult to extract
information from one system that can be turned into intelligence in the other. Instead, Camerinelli notes, treasurers still
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Digital By
Design

Ariba/SAP

Launch of AribaPay;
processing of Ariba
transactions via
SAP’s HANA platform

The launch of AribaPay integrates ordering, billing and settlement
processes between buyers and sellers to reduce costs, provide rich
remittance data and let suppliers track and trace payments. Also,
by shifting all transactions of its Ariba Network to HANA, its new
in-memory platform for real-time computing, SAP will enable firms
to make use of “big data” from their supply chain.

Axis Bank

In-house billing
system

Axis Bank’s new billing system lets the Indian firm use business
intelligence to improve interaction with both corporate and retail clients, increasing stickiness of clients and cross-sell of bank products.

CashPro® BillPay;
CashPro Connect
Reporting

CashPro® BillPay will enable clients to streamline and automate
manual payables processes through a combination of check production outsourcing and migration to electronic payments. CashPro
Connect Reporting can be configured across BofA Merrill and multibank accounts to identify and modify key data element. This feature
enables data to be consistently presented across data sources and
helps increase straight through reconciliation to our clients’ treasury
management systems and enterprise resource planning systems.

Bankgirot/
Fundtech

Launch of real-time
payments system

Using Fundtech’s Global Payplus as a backbone, Swedish clearinghouse Bankgirot launched the first new payments system in the
country in over 50 years. “Payments in real time” is, as the name
suggests, a real-time clearing system that has an open technology
framework and is flexible in terms of transaction volumes and ceiling
amounts.

Barclays

Overhaul of payments
platform and related
infrastructure

A four-year project, Barclays not only harmonized payments across
the entire organization, but also upgraded all services touching payments to ensure seamless interaction.

Bank of America
Merrill Lynch
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Global Finance presents its second
annual look at some of the key
innovations over the past year within
the transaction services space. We
make use of the OECD’s Oslo Manual
of Innovation, along with submissions,
key research and the input of experts,
to evaluate those banks and service
providers that stand out in terms of
innovation over the past year.

BNY Mellon

Global Payments
Infrastructure project;
launch of Intraday
Liquidiy Analytics
platform

Multi-year global payments infrastructure project that delivers
client-focused payment processing and settlement capabilities in
multiple currencies. Intraday Liquidity Analytics platform gives clients increased understanding of their cash flow to reduce daylight
overdrafts and free up capital.

C2FO

Collaborative
Cashflow
Optimization

C2FO offers a hybrid working capital exchange and supply chain
financial mangement platform where a company’s suppliers can
sell receivables at a discount in a live bid/ask environment.

CitiDirect BE SM Tablet

This is the first fully fledged, tablet-optimized transaction banking
App in the market. It allows companies to authorize, release and
repair single and batch payments; supports strategic decisionmaking with customized data views; and translates data into
business intelligence-with data viewed globally, by region or by
country, and filtered by currency and amount.

Danske Bank

MobilePay Business

MobilePay Business App-a mobile payments solution for merchants-has been built to attract both customers and non-customers of Danske Bank. This disruptive approach of encouraging
use by companies that are not bank clients is helping it obtain
extensive reach throughout Denmark regardless of affiliation to
Danske Bank. About 20% of the poulation now has the app on their
smartphone-a dramatic rise since its launch in mid-2013.

DBS

Working Capital
Advisory Programme
+ Analytics

The DBS Working Capital Advisory Programme takes a unique
approach to corporate advisory: through the program corporates
can leverage the bank’s proprietary analytics tools built with data
from 65,000 companies-and they do not need to be a bank customer to join the program.

Denizbank

Digital banking:
Fastpay, Ceptevade,
Twitter Loan,
Facebook Branch

Although a number these solutions are retail solutions, the depth of
digtial financial services offerings that Turkish firm Denizbank has
launched is a clear indication of its leadership position in digital
banking innovation. Some examples: the Fastpay digital wallet;
loans via Twitter, a Facebook bank branch (not the only such offering, but they were the first) that allows “crowdsaving” (a new take
on the crowdfunding concept).

Deutsche Bank

Cash Manager App in
India (via Autobahn
App Market)

The Cash Manager App facilitates straight-through processing of
payments and collections for the complex Indian market, including
e-Tax payments. The App also has an innovative dashboard feature that consolidates information, enabling clients to gain quick
visibility into their account balance positions, payment statuses
and key reports.

IBM

Transaction banking
consultancy services

IBM makes use of its very-high-end technology tools to help drive
the business intelligence it provides to transaction banking consultancy clients.

ICICI Bank

MARC (mobilebased automation of
receipts on CARS)

MARC is an anytime-anywhere collections system that offers
instantaneous payment updates and is mobile-enabled. It reduces
collections process costs for the bank. Although an in-house
system, it shows the ingenuity of the bank. Could it be sold as a
solution other banks/large multinationals in the future?

Mashreq Bank

Integrated Global
Transaction Banking
(iGTB) platform

The bank went through a complex redesign of its corporate
transaction banking infrastructure and rolled out a full suite of
self-service GTB solutions with an integrated view via a single
web portal, including: payments, liquidity, trade and receivables
and collections.

Citi
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Microsoft

Wire Request Tool

Designed and rolled out internally for the Microsoft treasury
team, Microsoft’s WRT is a Windows Phone app that checks
against the employee directory and safe approvals list to find the
correct person to authorize a wire request, then alerts them that
one is pending.

Misys

Confirmation
Matching Service
(CMS)

Misys’ post-trade confirmation service for FX options is helping corporate treasuries to improve risk management. The service matches
post-trade confirmations between a corporate treasury (or other
client) and its banks (or other counterparties).

National Bank of
Abu Dhabi

Host-to-host
integration solution
for corporates

Using a secure on-demand connection, NBAD launched a multi-entity,
multi-community host-to-host integration solution that allows client
data to be routed to different user communities, each accessing its
own branded portal. This eliminates “spaghetti’ interfaces without
using expensive middleware, reduces complexity and lowers costs

RBS

SEPA Accelerator

The RBS SEPA Accelerator is an end-to-end, all-in-one migration
service with several applications, hosted on the cloud. It includes a
self-service conversion solution for legacy direct debit, credit transfers and corporation tax formats into SEPA-compliant ones.

Reval

Cross-currency
netting and hedging; end-to-end
FX Exposure Risk
Management

Reval offers the most advanced corporate FX management solutions-most recently adding cross-currency netting and hedging and
end-to-end exposure risk management to assess FX risk, optimize
hedging programs, and comply with hedge accounting regulations.

Scotiabank

Global payments
business process
redesign

The Canadian bank re-engineered all of its business processes
around payments and launched a single platform for payments,
routing, administration and database management. This is a stepping stone to even grater innovation in its transaction banking
businesses.

Standard Bank

Payments and
collections
optimization

The South African bank is optimizing its mobile and digital payments
and collections channels witha sophistication that few banks on the
continent have mastered-with mobile wallets, improved collections
for tax authorities, better reconciliation and notification solutions,
and best-practice physical cash management across Africa.

SunGard

Adaptiv Riskbox

Credit and market risk analysis system for wholesale clients, the
solution handles market and counterparty exposure calculations for
risk modelling.

SWIFT/
International
Chamber of
Commerce

Bank Payment
Obligation settlement
instrument

SWIFT and ICC launched the Bank Payment Obligation trade
settlement instrument, founded on SWIFT’s ISO 20022 standards,
messaging and matching services (TSU). The goal is to accelerate
the inter-bank processes related to trade finance and help trading
counterparties improve efficiency in their business-to-business trade
flows.

Taulia

Taulia Enhanced
Discounting

TED is a flexible supplier financing program that lets organizations
choose to use their own cash or the capital of a third-party financial
institution to capture early payment discounts and provide supplychain financing to their suppliers.

UniCredit

Cross-currency
notional pooling;
virtual accounts

Cross Currency Notional Pooling lets corporate clients pool liquidity
cross currency without performing FX transactions to improve liquidity, short-term investment and reduce the need for hedged positions
in different currencies. Virtual accounts allow a treasury to assign
virtual account numbers and individual virtual account ranges-and
the bank offers virtual bank statements for each such account.
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Blurred
Vision

Treasurers are warily eyeing
the impact of new regulations
on the amount of collateral
they must hold against hedged
positions—and these new
regs will affect their ability to
manage and forecast cash.
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half of all end-user companies (the buy side) that responded use
derivatives to hedge foreign exchange risk and just about the same
proportion use derivatives to manage interest rate risks. They use
them to enter into agreements with banks that are tailored to their
particular hedging needs. But new clearing and collateral rules
could make that more challenging—and expensive.
Take Honeywell International. Jim Colby, the company’s assistant treasurer, explained what’s at stake to the US
Committee on Agriculture. With 50% of its sales overseas, the
manufacturer is exposed to currency and interest rate risk, as
well as to swings in commodity prices. It uses derivatives to
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D

o corporate risk managers get overtime? They should,
considering the increasing and ever-shifting pressures
of their jobs. They must not only manage the usual
threats to liquidity, such as counterparty risk, but must
now conform to hundreds of evolving regulations
about credit products that differ according to location. Changing
regulations, besides continuing to add to treasurers’ headaches, will
also increase the amount of collateral that companies must hold
against the derivatives they use to hedge exposures.
“Nearly four in five (79%) of respondents report they are
moderately or very concerned about the differences between
the derivatives reporting regimes for over-the-counter (OTC)
derivatives in the US and European Union,” according to a study
by the Coalition for Derivative End-Users (CDEU).
This changing landscape has made cash forecasting difficult.
If you are not sure how much cash you will have on hand, then
you can’t put it to work or use it when you need it. Low interest
rates don’t help. Blackrock recently tweeted that “eighty-one
percent of the global fixed-income universe (including highyield and hard-currency emerging market debt) currently yields
below 4%.” It is mind-bending that high-yield and emerging
debt now return little more than an old-fashioned savings
account did back when the US had interest rate ceilings on
such accounts (before they were phased out in the 1980s). Some
institutions have stopped paying interest altogether, and others
are charging clients for cash accounts. It is a new world.
This isn’t an esoteric problem. “Any corporation with large cash
needs uses credit securities to make sure they have the money they
need when they need it,” says Chris Whalen, senior managing
director and head of research at the Kroll Bond Rating Agency.
Financial derivatives are used by corporates across a range of
sectors. A survey last year sponsored by PwC found that nearly
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IMPACT OF NEW REGS

All the new laws test the limits of regulation because so many different instruments are used to accomplish the same task: to hedge
a bet on both on- and off-balance sheet securities. It is really is a
matter of definition, which can be very technical. For instance,
does removing a parent guarantee from a transaction allow a bank
to trade outside the Dodd-Franks rules? The Commodity Futures
Trading Commission is looking into it, according to Bloomberg.
The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act, Basel III and the European Market Infrastructure
Regulation, all of which are being phased in over the next few
years, are aimed at reining in risk so that financial crises never
happen again. But their different approaches create headaches.
Basel III raises the amount of capital banks must put aside for
derivative securities from 2.5% to 7%, an obligation that drains
liquidity from the market. It also requires banks to shrink their
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Deas, FMC
Corp: If a
nonfinancial end
user enters into
an agreement
with a bank, it
may still have to
put up margin.

balance sheets and keep enough money on hand to cover cash
flow needs for 30 days.
The 3,000-page Dodd-Frank bill, meanwhile, creates lots of
new record-keeping and real-time-reporting requirements for
all users—including corporates—while dictating that most swaps
be cleared by a central clearing counterparty or traded on an
exchange. That means there will be differing margin requirements and settlement prices.
Meeting these rules will require treasury departments to invest
heavily in new information technology systems, an investment
that would come at the expense of information technology needs
for departments that produce something to sell, says Deas.
RISING COSTS

The costs of using derivatives are up across the board, according to the PwC-sponsored survey, particularly for companies
that use interest rate and foreign exchange rate hedges. The
cost of funding will go up further because corporations will
have to either invest in new technology to handle the analysis
or outsource the job.
The CDEU estimates that Standard & Poor’s 500 companies would have to reduce capital spending by $5.1 billion to
$6.7 billion per year in order to meet margin requirements
on OTC derivatives. Most end users say margin requirements
would cause them to alter their hedging strategy. Fortyfour percent report they would hedge less, and 5% say they
wouldn’t hedge at all.
It should come as no surprise that end users in the PwC
survey say they are looking into alternatives to OTC trading,
reducing the volume of their transactions or changing the types
of derivatives they use.
Banks have trimmed lending so they don’t have to come up
with as much capital. They have also curtailed trading in bonds and
commodities. The consequences of these new regulations may not
all be what regulators were looking for when drafting the rules. n
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control those risks so that it can concentrate on its core business
of supplying the aerospace industry. “We sell satellite and launch
vehicle inertial measurement units manufactured in Florida to
customers in Germany,” Colby testified. This may require the
company to sell in euros, even though all of the costs are in
US dollars. These are multiyear contracts, and Honeywell uses
a variety of derivatives to lock in a rate, so it doesn’t have to
worry about market swings.
“Honeywell carefully manages its ratio of fixed- to floatingrate debt in order to lower its overall cost of debt, while providing
sufficient interest-rate certainty to accurately forecast and manage interest expense,” he said.
Nonfinancial end users make up less than 10% of the market,
according to the Bank for International Settlements’ semiannual
survey on derivatives. And nonfinancial corporations, or those
using swaps to hedge a commercial risk, can get exemptions, as
can credit unions with total assets of $10 billion or less in assets.
But if a nonfinancial end user enters into an agreement
with a bank, it may still have to put up margin, says Thomas
Deas Jr., vice president and treasurer of FMC Corporation, a
Philadelphia-based chemicals producer. An overwhelming percentage of the respondents in a recent survey by the CDEU are
concerned that margin requirements will hurt acquisitions, job
creation, business investment and research and development.
Corporate treasurers must figure out whether their hedging
instruments they use to mitigate these risks have to be cleared
on an exchange, and where. Then they must calculate the
necessary collateral needed to guarantee the trades. Confusion
does not encourage growth.
Then there is the expense. Honeywell’s Colby said the company had about $2 billion of hedging contracts outstanding that
could be defined as a swap under Dodd-Frank. “Applying a
3% initial margin and 10% variation margin implies a potential
margin requirement of $260 million,” he said.

Sibos supersection 2014
Cash & Trade Convergence | By Karen M. Kroll

One Worldview
As more companies focus on gaining visibility into both their physical and financial
supply chains, banks and technology
vendors are further integrating their
cash management and trade solutions.

SERVICE PROVIDERS RESPOND

As companies shift focus, banks and technology service providers are changing their own processes. More than 80% of bank
respondents to a 2013 report by Celent, “Trends in Transaction
Banking: A Global Survey,” had reorganized their transaction
banking operations in the past three years.
Like their corporate clients, some banks are bringing together
their own cash and trade personnel. “Corporates had been complaining that they didn’t want to deal with all these functions”
within their banking partner, says Dan Scanlan, regional transaction
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banking head for the Americas with Standard Chartered. Few
companies distinguish between cash and trade, the way banks used
to, he says; instead, they just focus on payables and receivables.
Although the cash and payments areas of banks regularly
invested in new products, trade finance did not really start to
see those investment dollars until recently, Rahder says. “Trade
has lagged but is catching up.”
“There are a number of cash management and trade finance
tools that help clients across the working-capital spectrum,
enabling them to improve the way they pay, receive and manage
cash” and determine optimal terms of trade, says Jon Richman,
head of trade finance North America and of financial supply
chain for the Americas, at Deutsche Bank.
In Asia a growing number of local and regional banks are
putting in place the technology they’ll need to offer electronic
trade finance services, says Neil Katkov, senior vice president
for Asia with consultancy Celent. “They’re trying to get more
business” that otherwise might go to larger institutions, he notes.
Technology companies are getting in on the action, as well.
One example: solutions that enable purchasing companies to
check the status of shipments and offer suppliers early payment,
typically at a discount, says Kurt Cavano, vice chair and chief strategy officer with GT Nexus, a supply chain technology vendor.
But many companies have yet to achieve the degree of efficiency in their financial supply chains that they have with their
physical supply chains, says Cognizant’s Chintamaneni.
Prabhat Vira, regional head of global trade and receivables
finance, North America, and Michael Cummins, EVP and head
of payments and cash management for North America, both
with HSBC, say that as they do match efficiency in the physical and financial supply chains, they’ll also gain a “heretofore
unavailable holistic view of their working capital.” n
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T

he trade function, historically overseen by the procurement area within many companies, is steadily moving
to corporate treasury, where it often becomes part of
companies’ overall working-capital management initiatives. “Companies are designing holistic workingcapital solutions” that often cross functional boundaries within
their organizations, bringing together, for instance, treasury, procurement, logistics and other areas, says Andrew Gelb, North
American head of treasury and trade services with Citigroup.
Indeed, while some companies approach trade finance projects focused on potential cost reductions, they often discover
that by streamlining the processes, they’re also taking days off
transaction cycle times, says Tom Rahder, vice president of
product strategy with Bolero, a provider of trade finance solutions with global headquarters in London.
In addition, as many companies’ physical and financial supply
chains have become increasingly complex and geographically
disbursed, they need to enhance automation and visibility and
mitigate risk across both the trade and cash management areas,
says Prasad Chintamaneni, president of banking and financial
services with Cognizant, a provider of information technology,
consulting, and business process outsourcing services.
This has become key as companies transact more business on
open account. The shift means “corporate treasurers and CFOs
need to be willing to take on more risk, but many of them are finding that the efficiency and visibility they gain from open accounts
outweighs the additional risk,” says Martin Runow, Americas head
of cash management for corporates with Deutsche Bank.

Sibos supersection 2014
Supply Chain Finance | By Karen Kroll

Seeking
Holistic
Solutions

New SCF solutions are offering a range of tools to help suppliers
manage working capital and diversify funding sources.

A

s the recent financial crisis ebbed, many large multinationals found themselves holding on to big sums of
cash that were producing little, if any, return. At the
same time, some smaller companies still found their
access to capital constrained. One result? Growing
interest in supplier financing. While the various solutions operate
somewhat differently, “the final objective is to allow suppliers—
normally, small and medium businesses—to access cash before the
due date” of their invoices, says Enrico Camerinelli, senior analyst
for the wholesale banking practice with Aite Group.
Vendors in the space are changing their offerings to provide
more holistic solutions to suppliers. Aside from the traditional
goals of allowing suppliers to reduce days sales outstanding
(DSO), while letting their corporate buyers increase days payables outstanding (DPO), new solutions also allow suppliers to
use a number of different tools to manage working capital and
access new sources of funding.
“Diversification of funding is a key need of customers,” says
Paul DeDomenico, head of the global corporate receivables
program with the Receivables Exchange, an electronic exchange
for the sale and purchase of accounts receivable.

In addition, the technology available through many of the
new systems brings greater efficiency, visibility and scalability
to the invoice and payment processes. A critical shortcoming
of many previous solutions was the difficulty all but the largest
supplying organizations had in implementing the systems, says
Bertram Meyer, chief executive officer with dynamic discounting platform Taulia.
Another benefit of holistic tools for supplier financing: They
help corporates develop more sustainable supply chains. “This
allows buyers at the top of the equation to move cash to their
suppliers’ suppliers and strengthen the entire supply chain,” notes
Alexander Kemper, chair and CEO at vendor C2FO.
There are three key types of solutions on offer: buyer-agnostic,
buyer-centric—and a blend of both. Buyer-agnostic solutions
offer a technology platform that links suppliers and potential
funding providers, such as banks, pension funds and other large
corporations. On the Receivables Exchange, for example, the
supplier looking for working capital can place some or all of its
receivables on the market, establish an acceptable price range—
say, a discount of Libor plus 75 to 100 basis points from the value
of the invoices—and have multiple banks and/or investors bid on
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W

hen Coca-Cola Bottling
Company, which distributes
Coke products in the southeastern US, wanted to tame the approximately
100,000 invoices it processed each year, it
turned to Taulia, says Steven Richards, AP
manager. Since it implemented Taulia’s invoice
discounting solutions, CCBC’s suppliers can
use the vendor portal to easily check the status of invoices and future payments. That cuts
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down on phone inquiries to the AP team.
In addition, some vendors can choose
whether they’d like to be paid before the
negotiated deadline, at a discount, Richards
adds. The company’s treasury department
controls this program, identifying the suppliers
eligible for it and the maximum amount of
discounts available each day. That way, if
CCBC management decides it needs to hold
on to cash, it can quickly halt the program.

Although CCBC hasn’t altered its payment terms, invoices are ready for payment
several days sooner. “We believe we have
picked up at least five working days (payable
outstanding),” Richards says.
Finally, even suppliers that don’t request
early payment can benefit from the portal’s
ability to let them view the status of their
invoices. “It adds some structure to the
relationship,” Richards adds.
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Coca-Cola Bottling Company Tames Its Invoicing Processes
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With interest in supplier financing growing, the range of
services on offer has also grown. There are various
mechanisms now available:
•C
 ompanies can work with a single financial institution to set
up an SCF program where the bank will buy receivables
from or make loans to suppliers—providing funding to the
supplier at a lower-than-bank rate as the supplier can take
advantage of the credit rating of its buyer (the payer on the
receivable). Often these are managed via a bank portal.
•B
 uyer-financed programs: Invoice discounting allows suppliers to get paid earlier by accepting a discounted payment
amount from their buyers (with dynamic discounting, suppliers are offered a range of discounts based on when in the
cycle the buyer pays). A number of vendors offer solutions to
support this option, and new platforms allow such programs
to be managed via a portal.
•B
 uyer-agnostic platforms allow suppliers to get funding from
investors—which can include banks, other investors, and
corporates.
•T
 raditional supplier receivables financing solutions can
include such tools as factoring, forfaiting and other assetbased financing programs.

their organizations had supplier financing initiatives in place.
Although new SCF solutions can benefit both suppliers and
their corporate customers, they’re not without concerns. For
companies that purchase receivables, one issue is whether such
a transaction will mean they have to reclassify their accounts
payable as financial debt. This is of particular concern in the
US and Europe, Camerinelli says. Several steps can cut the risk
that a reclassification is necessary, he notes. For starters, the
relationship between the funding providers and the suppliers
should be arm’s length, he says. That is, a large buying firm can
inform its suppliers of a program to accelerate payments, but
shouldn’t influence suppliers’ decisions whether or not to use it.
Another potential red flag: If the interest the company purchasing receivables earns on the funding rises too high, the transaction
might be viewed as transforming its accounts payable into financial debt. That’s because the company could be seen as leveraging
the role of the bank as a financial provider, Camerinelli says.
To be sure, companies need to take the steps necessary to
ensure that their use of a supply chain financing solution doesn’t
inadvertently alter the proper classification of their accounts.
At the same time, the potential benefits of these solutions are
compelling. Companies can offer suppliers the opportunity to
accelerate payments, while both strengthening their supply chain
and (potentially) earning a return on their funds. Moreover, both
sides reap the benefits of greater visibility and efficiency. n
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them. The companies can request that certain buyers or buyer
segments be blocked from their auctions. “Accessing funds goes
from one-to-one to one-to-many,” says DeDomenico.
In buyer-centric solutions the large corporate sets up a program specifically for its suppliers and may provide the financing
themselves (in the form of early payments for discounted
invoices or more direct financing), get a single financing partner
to provide the funding, or work with a solution vendor who
handles the financing partners.
Then there are the blended solutions—which let supplier access
funding from their buyer—via invoice discounting—or from a
group of potential funders that the platform vendor works with.
For example, large buying organizations can offer Taulia’s
dynamic discounting service to suppliers, who can choose
to post any or all of their invoices for early payment. Taulia
handles the supplier onboarding process; after that, suppliers
can connect to the system via a web portal. Payment can come
from a financing partner or from the supplier’s customer, who
can pay early and reap a discount. Suppliers also gain a real-time
window on the status of their invoices.
As another example, C2FO is an on-demand, collaborative
working capital exchange. “We route orders for early payment
of cash from suppliers to their buyers,” Kemper says, adding that
C2FO functions similarly to BATS (an equity market operator)
or the NYSE, which route orders for stocks between buyers
and sellers. Most of the discount offers on accounts receivable
placed with C2FO are between 50 and 150 basis points. Most of
C2FO’s transactions occur between suppliers and their buyers,
but third parties—such as financial institutions or even large,
cash-rich corporations—also can provide funding. These third
parties provide a loan to the supplier based on their outstanding
receivables. When the supplier is paid for these invoices, they
also repay the loan, Kemper explains. In the last quarter of 2013,
C2FO accelerated payment on about $1.1 billion of invoices and
cut 7.5 million invoice days for suppliers, Kemper says.
Another player offering a holistic solution, PrimeRevenue,
operates a Software as a service interchange of buyers, suppliers
and funders. The solution, which can link to buyers’ enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems, enables suppliers to log on to
the system and track the status of their invoices. Suppliers can
choose to be paid earlier than the negotiated terms, says Oliver
Belin, marketing director with the US-based firm. If they do,
PrimeRevenue contacts potential funders—it works with about
50—to accelerate the payment, less a discount. On the invoice’s
actual due date, the buyer pays the full amount to the funder.
The difference between this amount and the amount received
by the supplier is shared between the funder and PrimeRevenue.
Given the benefits of these new solutions, it’s not surprising
that supply chain financing implementations are becoming a
common fixture within many companies. More than 40% of
respondents to an Aberdeen study released in early 2013 said

